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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Aquesta seqüència d’ensenyament i aprenentatge a l’educació primària s’ha realitzat en el si del 

grup de treball IBS&E: Inquiry Based Science in English. És el resultat d’una col·laboració establerta 

entre el Centre de Recursos Pedagògics Específics de Suport a la Innovació i la Recerca Educativa 

(CESIRE) de la Generalitat de Catalunya i el Departament de Didàctica de la Matemàtica i de les 

Ciències Experimentals de la Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona (UAB) durant els cursos 2014-2015, 

2015-2016 i 2016-2017. El grup de treball ha estat format per mestres d’educació primària 

involucrats en projectes AICLE en ciències i formadors provinents del CESIRE i de la UAB dels àmbits 

de la didàctica de les ciències experimentals i de la didàctica de la llengua, en un model de formació i 

col·laboració triàdic que s’ha difós mitjançant la publicació:  

Espinet, M., Valdés-Sánchez, L., Carrillo, N., Farró, L., Martínez, R., López, N., i Castillón, A. 

(2017). Promoting the Integration of Inquiry based Science and English learning in primary 

education through triàdic partnerships. A A. W. Oliveira i M. H. Weinburgh (Eds.), Science 

Teacher Preparation in Content-Based Second Language Acquisition. Dordrecht: Springer. Pp 

287-303 (http://www.springer.com/us/book/9783319435145).  

El grup ha treballat durant 3 anys reflexionant sobre la integració de les pràctiques científiques i les 

pràctiques discursives i portant a la pràctica a les escoles intervencions didàctiques d’AICLE que 

treballen la ciència des d’un enfocament d’indagació científica i la llengua des d’un enfocament 

comunicatiu. La seqüència didàctica que aquí es presenta s’ha dut a terme a l’escola Ciutat d’Alba de 

Sant Cugat del Vallès durant el curs 2016-2017 i ha estat dissenyada i experimentada a l’aula de sisè 

per les mestres Mercè Aguas i Sheila Reina, i l’estudiant del Grau d’Educació Primària en anglès de la 

UAB, Carla Codina, que hi ha participat en qualitat de Co-teacher.  
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2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSAL 

 

Objectives  

-Improving their communicative competence in English, through a contextualized learning 

environment. 

-Creating bells with class material, changing sound properties, using scientific content learned 

through inquiry methodology. 

-Achieving both scientific and linguistic demands on each practice. 

-Integrating new contents and vocabulary about sound qualities (pitch) and about materials used to 

make the bells. 

-Using language structures needed in an inquiry based science methodology. 

-Working in cooperative groups to create a final product useful for their educational community. 

Description of the proposal  

The challenge: making some new and tuned bells using class material. In cooperative groups, 

through inquiry based science in English, using language structures and vocabulary related to sound 

qualities and properties, pupils are given models to make hypothesis and learn together about 

sound. 

Didactical aspects and methodology  

An inquiry based science in English methodology requires scientific conversations and a strongly 

planned linguistic supports. Planning classroom materials, environment and opportunities to speak 

and interact are a priority. The students were working in groups of four, having different tasks during 

the project, and the result is the product of a group of 24 students.  

The project main activities were: 

1. The use of bells 

2. How can we make bells in class? 

3. Experimenting with glasses’ sound 
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4. Drawing conclusions 

Resources used 

-Bell rings from some Spanish churches 

-Different size and material glasses, some sawdust, water, sand, brushes and knifes 

-Board vocabulary to support language 

Attached documents 

Student’s documents: 

-Catalan sayings about bells (Annex 1) 

-Planning experiment grid (Annex 2) 

-Results grid (Annex 3) 

-Conclusions grid (Annex 4) 

-Vocabulary and grammar resources (Annex 5) 

Authors 

The project was carried out and cataloged in 2017 Mercè Aguas and Sheila Reina, both teachers at 

Escola Ciutat d’Alba, in Sant Cugat del Vallès, with the collaboration of the teacher assistant Carla 

Codina from the Grau d’Educació Primària docència en anglès of UAB. The school has been part of 

several educational innovation projects, especially in the approach to learning foreign languages. 
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Scientific and discursive practices   IBS&E Teaching Unit 

Educational level: Primary Education, 6
th

 Escola Ciutat d’Alba Topic: As sound as a bell: Experimenting with sound properties using bells 

Scientific 

practices 

Inquiry questions Discourse practices 

Identifying Describing Questioning Hypothesizing Explaining Justifying Argumenting Defining 

Asking questions How can we make different sounds 

with the same glass? 

Why does it sound different? 

Let’s make bells with glasses 

x x       

We will introduce the topic through Catalan sayings about bells. This way, students identify the communicating role of bells in the past. Moreover, we 

will show them bell rings that inform about an emergency, festivity and death. Students need to listen and identify the characteristics that help us know 

which bell ring informs us about good or bad news. (Activity 1) 

Developing 

and using 

models 

What do I know about sound? 

How do you think the sound is 

produced? 

What would happen if we put sand, 

water, and sawdust in the glass? 

 X x x     

We challenge students to make different bells with glasses, sand, water and sawdust. Students need to make different sounds with the same glass type, 

or be aware about the differences among two types of glasses, which variables are related to the sound… Students are given a table in which they need 

to specify their hypothesis (that they want to test), material and experiment process. Before writing, we make a whole group discussion about the 

needed vocabulary to explain all these processes, hypotheses… (Activity 2) 

Planning and 

carrying out 

investigations 

What do I need to do? 

How are we going to measure? 

How do we represent the data? 

What materials do we need? 

 x   x    

Once the planning is finished each group starts developing the experiments and collecting results and observations about the experiments. Students fill 

a table that integrates what they do and what happens. (Activity 3) 

Analysing and 

interpreting 

data 

What has happened? 

What do results tell us? 

What can we say about our initial 

hypothesis?  

    x x   

After doing the experiment they start thinking about the obtained results and try to justify them. Each group is going to explain their experiment and 

results to the rest of the class. During this process, students are challenged to find the variables that influence the sound of the different glasses. 

(Activity 4) 

Constructing 

explanations 

How can you explain what you have 

found out? 

     x x x 

Once each group has exposed the experiments and tried to justify the results. The other students will help them in the reasoning process to explain the 

studied phenomena, in order to achieve some common conclusions that explain all the experiments, these conclusions must be generalizable.  

(Activity 4) 

Communicating 

 

How are we going to present our 

findings? 

 x  x x x x  

Students will show the experiments to the rest of the class. Finally, each group is going to present their conclusions in front of the class. To expose their 

findings, students will be asked to make it orally, in English and use the material they consider necessary to explain the studied phenomena. Once we 

have all the results, we will try to find a common conclusion explaining the studied phenomena. 

3.IBS&E SEQUENCE 
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 4.ACTIVITIES 

Activity 1: The use of bells 

Description of the activity: 

Firstly, we present the main topic: Have you ever heard bells ringing? Why do we use bells? Have 

you ever heard these sayings about bells? We read the different sayings in Catalan and together 

with students; we are going to find out the meaning of each saying. Each table will have the 

Catalan sayings and the definitions in English. The idea is to make them match the saying with the 

correct definition. Afterwards, we will put the results in common. The webpage of the sayings: 

http://campanardesagra.blogspot.com.es/2008/01/recull-de-refranys-i-frases-fetes.html 

Secondly, we will try to find out an explanation about why bells exist, which has been their usage 

along history.  Finally, we are going to listen to three very different bell rings (death, festivity and 

fire).  http://www.campaners.com/php/aragon_videosg.php In whole group, there will be a 

discussion about what we have seen, the way bells are hit, the type of sounds produced and the 

feelings that these sounds produce to us (nervous, joy, sadness…). We will ask students to bring 

some bells from their home, as well as some glass pots of different sizes. 

Scientific practices: Initial exploration of the studied phenomena.  

Discursive practices: Discourse practice. Grammatical structures. Key vocabulary. Language skills. 

Scientific demands:  

- Sound and vibration 

- What is sound and how it is produced 

Linguistic demands:  

Key vocabulary: pitch of a sound (low and high), verbs make (a sound) and travel, air (as mean), 
ear (as receptor), vibration and solid, liquid and gas (as states of matter). 

Structures: comparative adjectives (more, most and the more ..., the more…). 

Science & English Integrated Learning Objective: To know, observe and describe the phenomena 
studied. 

Scientific materials:  

- Bell ringing videos 

Linguistic supports:  

- Flashcards with Catalan sayings and definitions (Annex 1) 
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Activity 2: Let’s make hypothesis and plan investigations to test them! 

Description of the activity: 

We start refreshing last day conversation about how bells ring. Students will have some materials 

to make experiments (pots of different sizes). In whole group we are going to present the 

materials: do they make sound? Why? 

Each group with the material they have (glass pots from different sizes, ceramic pots of the same 

size, water, sand, pencil, brush, knife) will elaborate their initial hypotheses. These questions 

might help them: which variables could influence sound? Can you make a different sound from 

the same pot? 

Before manipulating the material, they will have to write the hypotheses, how they are going to 

carry out the experiment and which results they expect. To do it, they will fill the Table  

Investigation Planning Sheet (Annex 2). 

Afterwards, they are going to make the experiments and will write down the results. 

Finally, there is going to be a whole group discussion about the experiments. 

Scientific practices: Asking questions. Developing and using models. 

Discursive practices: Discourse practice. Grammatical structures. Key vocabulary. Language skills. 

Scientific demands:  

- Sound and vibration 
- Vibration and pitch of a sound 
- Sound production 

Linguistic demands:  

Key vocabulary: pitch of a sound (low and high), verbs make (a sound) and travel, air (as mean), 
ear (as receptor) and vibration. 

Structures: comparative adjectives (more, most and the more ..., the more…). 

Science & English Integrated Learning Objective: To know and describe material qualities 
regarding sound. 

Scientific materials:  Pots made from different materials and sizes, knives, water, sand, pencil 
and brush. 

Linguistic supports:  Written on the board: 

- Vocabulary used/ Conditional structure/Comparatives and superlative structure 
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Activity 3: Experimenting with glasses’ sound 

Description of the activity: 

Firstly, we refresh the work already done (hypotheses and planning experiments). 

Once each group has written the hypothesis, all the material and the steps of the experiment, they 

will start making the experiments. 

We will give them a table to write down all the results and steps done. This table is going to be a 

guide for them as well as to orientate them to make future experiment and contrast their 

hypotheses (Annex 3). 

Scientific practices: making experiments, collecting and analyzing results. 

Discursive practices: Key vocabulary, discursive practice (sharing among students, talking in front 

of the class), grammatical structures, language skills.  

Scientific demands:  

- Sound production 

- Variables that influence the sound 

Linguistic demands:  

Key vocabulary: pitch of a sound (low and high), verbs make (a sound) and travel, air (as mean), 
ear (as receptor) and vibration. 

Structures: comparative adjectives (more, most and the more ..., the more…). 

Science & English Integrated Learning Objective: To experiment and collect the results obtained. 

Scientific materials: - 

Linguistic supports: dictionary, vocabulary list, examples of hypotheses.  
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Activity 4: Drawing conclusions 

Description of the activity: 

Each group is going to expose their experiments and findings. 

Together, we will build up a diagram on the board with the results of the groups. 

Once we have all the results, we are going to deduce some general conclusions about the 

experiments and sound properties regarding the bells. 

We will elaborate a poster containing the whole process as well as the final conclusions. 

If there are too many unsolved doubts, we will ask an expert to come in order to find out the 

explanation. 

Scientific practices: Questioning and developing hypotheses about different ways to create sound 

with pots.   

Discursive practices:  Discussion among peers about their hypotheses and ways of making sound 

according to the different pots and materials. 

Scientific demands: Observation and manipulation of the materials reflecting on the differences of 

the sounds made by modifying some variables (pot’s size and material, filled or empty pots). 

Linguistic demands:   Key vocabulary: pitch of a sound (low and high), verbs make (a sound) and 
travel, air (as mean), ear (as receptor) and vibration. Structures: comparative adjectives (more, 
most and the more ..., the more…). 

Science & English Integrated Learning Objective: To explain and argument the results in order to 

make the general conclusions. 

Scientific materials: Tables from the experiment and the results. (Annex 4) 

Linguistic supports: Vocabulary and grammar list, examples of conclusions (on the board).   
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5. ANNEXES 
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Annex 1: Catalan sayings 

  

Catalan sayings 

FER UNA VOLTA DE CAMPANA Turn yourself over 

A TOC DE CAMPANA Very punctual, in a fixed hour 

A CADA REPIC DE CAMPANA Very often 

TENIR CAMPANA Achieve a goal 

SENTIR CAMPANES I NO SABER ON 
To know part of the information, but not 

all of it 

NO CONÈIXER MÉS CAMPANES QUE LES DE 

LA MATEIXA PARRÒQUIA 

To be ignorant about other people’s 

problems that don’t affect you directly 

SER CAMPANA GROSSA To be a socially prestigious person 

SER CAMPANA BADADA To be a rude person 

DONAR LA CAMPANADA 
Doing something that generates surprise 

and catches others’ attention 

AIXI COM ÉS LA CAMPANADA, ÉS LA 

BATALLADA 

The acts of a person are related to how 

the person is 

L'AVE MARIA A CASA M'ENVIA 

It is a saying that refers to the Ave Maria 

bell ringing, when children heard Ave 

Maria’s ringing, they knew it was time to 

go home 

CADA CAMPANA FA EL SEU SO Everyone is different 

ON HI HA  CAMPANES HI HA  BATALLS 
The existence of something implies the 

existence of related things 
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Annex 2:  Investigation planning sheet 

Fitxa de l’alumne, amb la qual es va començar el procés d’indagació i preparar l’experiment fent 

servir diferents materials. 

Hypothesis Material Experiment 
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Annex 3: Collecting results 

Fitxa de l’alumne per organitzar els resultats obtinguts sobre els experiments duts a terme. 

What we do What happens 
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Annex 4: Drawing conclusions 

Taula per organitzar les conclusions finals de grup i generals de la classe. 

Our conclusions Whole class conclusions 
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Annex 5: Vocabulary and grammar resources 

Vocabulary you might need: 

MATERIALS USED: 

Sound - so 

Vibration - vibració 

Glass – pot de vidre o got 

Ceramic pot – pot de ceràmica 

Sand – sorra 

Sawdust – serradures  

Plastic pot – pot de plàstic 

Knife - ganivet 

Pencil - llapis 

Brush - pinzell 

Water - aigua 

BELLS: 

Clapper – batall 

Bell - campana 

Bell ringing – toc de campana 

 

SOUND PROPERTIES: 

Transmission - transmissió 

Loud - fort 

Loudly – molt fort 

Low - fluix 

Lower – més fluix 

Noise - soroll 

High pitched - agut 

Low pitched - greu 

Timber – timbre (qualitat del so) 

Duration – durada 

Long – llarg 

Short – curt 

 

VERBS / ACTIONS: 

To vibrate - vibrar 

To travel - viatjar 

To make a sound – fer un so  

To fill - omplir 
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To hit – picar (fer sonar) To empty - buidar 

 

Grammar review: 

MAKING HYPOTHESES using the 1
st

 conditional: 

If + subject + verb (present simple) + complements,  

subject + will + verb infinitive + complements 

Examples: 

• If I hit the glass it will make a sound 

• If I hit the ceramic pot, it will make a short sound 

• If I hit the glass with the knife, it will make a short sound 

COMPARE: 

Object 1 / Action 1 + verb to be (am, is, are) + adjective (-er) + than + Object 2/ Action 2 

 

The glass pot is bigger than the ceramic pot. 

The water is colder than the sand 

When I hit the pot with the knife the sound is longer than when I hit the pot with the brush. 

SUPERLATIVES: 

Object 1 / Action 1 + verb + the + adjective (-st / -est) + complements 

The metal bell is the biggest 

The wood bell sound is the shortest 

The metal and glass pots make the loudest sound. 

 

 


